An AM estimate ~ of the AR(I) parameter ¢J is a solution of the M-estimate equation t %, -I tP([ Y, -~ %I-IJ! 8, ) = 0 where %,-1, t = 0, 2, ... , satisfies the robust
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years several classes of robust estimates of ARMA model parameters have been proposed. The three major classes of such estimates are: (i) GM-estimates (Denby and Martin, 1979; Martin, 1980; Bustos, 1982 , Kllnsch, 1984 , (ii) AM-estimates (Martin, 1980; Martin, Samarov and Vandaele, 1983) , and (iii) RA-estimates (Bustos, Fraiman and Yohai, 1984; Bustos and Yohai, 1986) . See Martin and Yohai (1985) for an overview.
Each of the three types of estimates appear to have advantages over the others in certain circumstances. However, in some overall sense the AM-estimates seem most appealing: They are based in on an intuitively appealing robust filter-cleaner which "cleans" the data by replacing outliers with interpolates based on previous cleaned data. Furthermore, they have proved quite useful in a variety of applications (in addition to the references given after (ii) above, see also Kleiner, Martin and Thomson, 1979, and Martin and Thomson, 1982) . On the other hand, the AM-estimates are sufficiently complicated functions of the data that it has proven difficult to establish even the most basic asymptotic properties such as consistency. Indeed, it appears that in general AMestimates are not consistent (see the complaint of Anderson, 1983, in his discussion of Martin, Samarov and Vandaele, 1983) , even though their asymptotic bias appears to be quite small (see the approximate bias calculation in Martin and Thomson, 1982) .
In this paper we consider only a special case of AM-estimates based on a so-called hard-rejection filter cleaner. The importance of hard-rejection filter-cleaners, which are described in Section 2 for the first-order autoregressive (AR(I)) model, is that engineers often use a similar intuitively appealing modification of the Kalman filter for dealing with outliers in tracking problems. In Section 3 we prove that (under certain assumptions) these special AM-estimates are Fisher consistent for the parameter tPo of an AR(I) model, Fisher consistency being the first property one usually establishes along the way to proving consistency. In addition we prove uniqueness of the root of the asymptotic estimating equation, in the special circumstance where we know the sign of the true autoregression parameter.
The AR(I) model we consider is Z, = tPOZI_I+tI" t = 0, :1::1, :1::2,'"
( 1.1) along with the assumption (AI) The ti, 's are independent and identically distributed with symmetric distribution F which assigns positive probability to every interval. Furthermore, we shall let u denote a measure of scale for the ti, 'so For example, u might be the median absolute deviation (MAD) of the ti" scaled to yield the usual standard deviation when the tit are Gaussian, namely, u = MAD /-6795.
A model-oriented justification for using a robust procedure such as the AMestimates treated here is that the observations are presumed to be given by the general contamination model
where z,'1 is a 0-1 process with P ( z, ' 1 = 1) = ' Y + 0 (-r), and W, is an outlier generating process. The processes z,'1, w, and z, are presumed jointly stationary. See, for example, Martin and Yohai (1986) .
The filter-cleaners and AM-estimates introduced in the next section are designed to cope well with outliers generated by such a model. However, in this paper our main focus will be on the behavior of the AM-estimates only at the nominal model (1.1), i.e., when Z,' 1 == 0 in (1.2).
II. AM-ESTIMATES AND HARD-REJECTION FILTER CLEANERS

Filter Cleaners and AM-Estimates tor the AR(1) Parameter
Suppose that the model (1.2) holds, for the moment with or without the condition 
